
Here’s a story the angels will like triggered by the session at last year’s Angel Summit - 
- http://nzbusiness.co.nz/articles/patent-or-not-patent 
  
Additional Information that NZBusiness were unable to include in Lesley’s article above – here for your reading 
leisure. 
 
Box 1. 
  
It’s not patently clear… 
  

•         It takes 3000 raw ideas to create one success in the market 
•         Only 3,000 out of 1.5 million US patents are commercially viable 
•         Innovation cannot be measured by R&D expenditure, patents or capital 
•         To file a patent that is valid, your invention must have a feature that is both new and inventive (novel) and once you 

file it, you publicly disclose the detail of that “novel” aspect for all the world to see 
•         A patent can be a valuable asset during investment, royalty negotiations and when selling a company. Companies 

sold in the US with patent portfolios are valued significantly higher than those without 
•         A patent can help justify your investment in design, development and marketing as it gives you a protected window 

to build your market 
•         It takes up to four years to get a software patent; while many apps peak and are considered old within a year 
•         It costs about US$30,000 for a US software patent, with costs tripling for a worldwide patent, plus there are regular 

fees, which differ by country, for maintaining patents 
•         A patent is limited by the resources you have to enforce it 

  
So in summary, say the experts, you need to ask: is a patent key to your core business or would it just be a costly and 
pointless asset? 
  
Box 2. 
  

•         A patent is a limited duration (typically 20 years from the date of application) property right relating to an 
invention, granted by a country’s patent and trademark office in exchange for public disclosure of the 
invention 

•         A copyright protects works of authorship, such as writings, music, and works of art that have been tangibly 
expressed. 
  

•         A trademark is a word, phrase, symbol, and/or design that identifies and distinguishes the source of the 
goods of one party from those of others. 

  
•         A service mark is a word, phrase, symbol, and/or design that identifies and distinguishes the source of a 

service rather than goods. The term "trademark" is often used to refer to both trademarks and service 
marks. 
  
Must all marks be registered? No, but registration has several advantages, including a notice to the public of 
the registrant's claim of ownership of the mark, a legal presumption of ownership nationwide, and the 
exclusive right to use the mark on or in connection with the goods or services set forth in the registration. 

  
Source: United States Patent and Trademark Office. 
  
NB: If you think you’ve invented something novel, one of your first ports of call should be to search the US patent 
register for similar inventions atwww.uspto.gov as part of your competitive market research 
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